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QUESTION: 68 
Select the appropriate IBM WebSphere DataPower SOA Appliance based on the 
following requirements/specified use: ?Service level management and monitoring 
?Intelligent load distribution and dynamic routing ?Entry-level device, slim 
footprint (1U form) ?Does not need IMS Connect or SFTP support 

A. B2B Appliance XB62 
B. Integration Appliance XI52 
C. Blade Integration Appliance XI50B 
D. Service Gateway Appliance XG45 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 69 
A solution implementer is considering the following active-standby configuration 
between two DataPower appliances: 

In a simulated power failure of Appliance 1 using this active-standby 
configuration in a sandbox environment, Appliance 2 did not take over the active 
interface. What could be causing this behavior? 

A. It can take several minutes for the standby interfaces to be active in an active-
standby configuration. 
B. Appliances in the active-standby configuration must be in the same network 
subnet and broadcast domain. 
C. In an active-standby configuration, the priority of Appliance 2 must be 
changed to 99 for the failure takeover to work. 
D. There might be a firewall between the two appliances which has not been 
configured to allow broadcast traffic in an active-standbyconfiguration. 

Answer: B 
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QUESTION: 70 

In the Configured Rules section of the Policy Editor, two request rules are listed,
 
Rule_One, followed by Rule_Two, and both use the same matching rule. 


What occurs when a message that satisfies the matching rule is received? 

A. Only Rule_One will be executed since it is the first rule that matches the 
request. 
B. Rule_One will be executed, followed by Rule_Two, since all rules that satisfy 
the match are executed. 
C. This policy will fail during execution, since it cannot be determined which rule 
should be executed. 
D. The policy will not be applied, since the Policy Editor will not allow a 
configuration of rules that have the same match. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 71 
Select the appropriate IBM WebSphere DataPower SOA Appliance based on the 
following requirements/specified use case: ?Used only for development and test 
environments ?Runs under a VMware hypervisor ?Does not require Hardware 
Security Module (HSM) support ?Does not require hardware acceleration support 
for cryptographic operations 

A. B2B Appliance XB62 
B. Service Gateway Appliance XG45 
C. Integration Appliance XI52 
D. Integration Appliance XI52 Virtual Edition 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 72 
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A company wants to enforce the run-time SOA governance using service level 
agreement (SLA) and service level definitions (SLD) policy attachments for a line 
of business. The solution implementer has configured a web service proxy service 
that uses a WebSphere Service Registry and Repository (WSRR) subscription to 
meet this requirement. The WSRR server hosts the governance enablement profile 
that contains SLA and SLD entities. The SLA objects in WSRR are in SLA 
Active State. During a test run, it was identified that SLA policies from WSRR 
are not enforced. How can the solution implementer resolve this situation to 
enforce SLA policies? 
(choose 2) Verify that the: 

A. SLA policies are accurate using probe. 
B. SLA Enforcement Mode is set as "reject". 
C. WSRR server object is set to version 7.5 or later. 
D. WS-Policy Enforcement Mode is set as "enforce". 
E. Fetch Policy Attachments option for the WSRR Subscription is set as "on". 

Answer: C, E 

QUESTION: 73 
A solution implementer needs to create a new service on a DataPower virtual 
appliance.  The new server needs to virtualize the back end server IP address from 
the end user while exposing operations of a web service described by a given 
WSDL. Service Level Monitoring (SLM) is also to be incorporated at the port 
level. Which service type should the solution implementer configure? 

A. XML Firewall 
B. Web Service Proxy 
C. Multi-Protocol Gateway 
D. Web Application Firewall 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 74 
The solution implementer is configuring a multi-protocol gateway service to parse 
the following message. 
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What request type should the solution implementer choose? 

A. XML 
B. JSON 
C. JSONX 
D. Pass through 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 75 
A web service proxy is configured with a subscription to a Concept in WebSphere 
Service Registry and Repository (WSRR) V7.5 or later. A new WSDL is added to 
the Concept from the WSRR interface. What options are available to the solution 
implementer or updating the web service proxy to include the new WSDL? 
(choose 3) 

A. Open the WSRR Server object and set the Update field to Auto. 
B. Navigate to the Advanced Proxy Settings tab and click 'Poll Now'. 
C. Navigate to the WSRR Subscription Status page and click 'Synchronize'. 
D. In the WSRR interface, open the Concept page and click 'Deploy to 
DataPower'. 
E. Set the Synchronization Method to Poll and then wait for the Refresh Interval. 
F. Set the Synchronization Method to Automatic and then wait for the WSRR 
refresh interval. 

Answer: C, E, F 
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